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We know there's more to saving on car insurance than just safe-driving ... Customers who renewed their policy, and earned a
Snapshot discount, saved an .... Das sind eigentlich zwei unterschiedliche Wortarten, die auf dem gleichen Wortstamm basieren.
Der Google-Übersetzer kann sie aber nicht .... Save the Children ist die größte unabhängige Kinderrechtsorganisation der Welt.
Seit 100 Jahren kämpfen wir für die Rechte von Kindern weltweit.. All "saving grounds" don't look alike, but they all were
created to draw us closer to Jesus and His will for our life. There is a difference in being "SAFE" and in being .... Hi, Does
someone know if there is any difference between safe and saved, as adjectives? E.g: - The children are safe from danger in
the .... Drive safe and drive safely are both correct in this usage. Safe is a unique in that it can be used as an adverb without '-ly.'.
save definition: 1. to stop someone or something from being killed, injured, or destroyed: 2. to stop someone from… ... save
verb (MAKE SAFE).. engineering office, can be retrieved fast and safely. They can be saved on compact digital media like CD
or DVD for secure [...] back up. vektorisierung.de.. We made it home safely, and I resolved to find a good map of Iraq. I should
point out that safe was a relative term. Shortly after ... Still, 42 SAVED BY HER ENEMY.. A o the first to notice the
emergency anded safely in “blip” on his instruments ... it into McGuire safe SAVE – A USAF F-102, with operative altimeter
during appr .... Save is a verb. Safe is a noun. So like when using save, it means your actually "saving" someone as in doing the
action. When you're safe, ...

One is spelt with a “v” and the other with an “f “. save (v.) – to keep (there are other meanings as well); safe (adj.) .... You're in
control of your auto insurance discount with Drive Safe & Save. Get a discount of about 5 percent just for signing up! Then at
your next renewal, we'll .... Safe and Save are two English words, derived from the Latin word salvus. Many English learners
make the mistaking of using safe in the place .... WU's safe act saved his colleagues and himself. This example illustrates safe
and correct act can save lives in emergency. 5 CONCLUSIONS From the above .... This saved Coast Guard 10-20 man-
hours/week and saved the customers time assisting in the identification and tracking containers for inspection. Marine Safety ....
OBJECTIVES: To improve safe operations and uses of water craft. ... in 2,247 regatta patrols and 25,496 safety patrols, 4,130
assists to the public, and saved .... Example 1 : We must save for tomorrow's needs. SAFE : means something or someone who is
free from any risk or harm. Safe is also a noun as when it is used .... Had NHTSA been more proactive, according to Ditlow, it
could have saved ... and long-time safety advocate, agreed with Ditlow and McGarity's critiques.. Übersetzung im Kontext von
„safe save“ in Englisch-Deutsch von Reverso Context: This is used to ensure that this data is not lost when DOS programs
'safe ...
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